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I. INTRODUCTION 

Buffon (1707 - 1788) (1), is considered by so'.Ile people to 

have introduced the first Monte Carlo calculation, the needl e 

problem , which consisted of thr~wing a needle at random on a 

surface marked wich parallel lines spaced two ne~dla lengths 

apart . The total throws divided by the number of times the 

neeJle hits a line a pproach es pi as the number of trials is 

increased . Since that time , man's ingenuity and fast comput-

ers have made the Monte Carlo method a useful to~l in neutr~n 

transport pr oblems . 

In early att e mpts to use Monte Carlo methods f~r react~ r 

calculations, the limited memory capacity of computers was 

the cause of its demise. It was not practical t~ handle the 

large volu me of cross section data ne eded and also, point 

cross- section data wer e not readily available. iit~ the de-

velopment of large mem ory fast computers and adequate cross-

section libraries , the Monte Carlo method has become an im-

portant analysis techniqu e . rhe three dimens ion capability 

has made the Monte Carlo calcula ti on one of the nos t exact at 

the presen t time . Computer time appears to be a limiting 

factor since a Monte Carlo r esult is exactly correct only 

when an infinite number ~f in dependen t estimates of a given 

res ult hav e been obtained. 

The majority of the e xisting diff usion and transp~rt 

codes are limit~1 by the following three items . First , the 
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codes ar~, at best, only two dimensions which means approxi-

mations must be made. Secondly, the codes are usu1lly based 

upon tbe assumption that an equilibrium distribution of 

neutrons is present at the start of an analysis, vnich makes 

the study of time-dependent situations rather difficult. 

Thirdly, most codes are capable of handling only fev group 

cross sections. The Monte Carlo procedure is eguiv1lent to 

obtaining an ex1ct solution of the Boltzman transport equa-

tion. In theory , the ~onte Carlo method eliminates the defi-

ciencies of other systems mentioned above. In reality, the 

Monte Carlo system is still limited by computer storage and 

statistics. As a result of the latter, a balance must be 

achieved between statistics and computer costs . 

This thesis describes how the Ames Labor1tory Research 

Reactor (ALRR) core regiJa was Dodeled and the input required 

to be able to utilize the Monte Carlo computer cJde KENO (2) 

for criticality calculatiJns. Reactivity calculations in 

terms of k-etfective (k- eff) were made for various reactor 

configurations and compared to measurements made on the 

actual reactor. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In 1957 Kalos and Wilf (3) r-eporting on the uses of 

Monte Carlo calculations in solving re~ctoL p["oble~s, state 

that they may eventually be used for- complete reactivity cal-

culations . Since that time, considerable work has been done 

to make the Monte Carlo method feasible for- multigroup 

criticality analysis. 

Rief and Ksch11endt (4) have shown that detailed Monte 

Carlo analysis for fast r-eactor 5tudies can be carr-ied out 

with sufficient accuracy tc be comparable witll equivalent Sn 

and j calculations . Mendelson (5) repor-ts usinj tile 05R n 

Monte Carlo computer coie (6) to investigate the ability to 

compute the criticality of thermal reactors by analyzing 

three simple critical assemblies. The results of these anal-

yses show that a precision of 0 .5% to 0 . 8~ in the eigenvalue 

is obtainable. rhe majority of ~ont~ :arlo work has been in 

computing the criticality of fast assemblies, while the ap-

plication to thermal systems has been somewhat limited. 

Woodcock, et ~!.· (7), have developed the GEM :od~ (8) vhich 

has been used for Monte Car-lo neutronics calculations in 

reactors . The 05R code and the GEM coie are the forefathers 

of the KENO code used in this analysis. 

At the present time, the KENO code is tha main code used 

in industry for performing criticality an~lyses involving 

safe ty questions on fresh fuel 5torage, spent fuel storage 
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and saf8ty analyses of batc h fuel processes. Its application 

to a criticality analysis of a thermal reac tor is, perhaps, 

stretching its c1pabilities; but it yields a tool that can be 

used to obtain reactivity worths of various core changes with 

the control rods included in the calculations. Previous 

analyses of the ALRR core by J. :. Ccudele (9) using the 

diffusion code, EXTERMINATOB-2 (10), was limited to R-Theta 

geometry with the control rods fully withdrawn. Many calcu-

lation s that can be made are affected by the loc1tion of 

strong a bsorbers such as the control rods . The KENJ code can 

handle strong absorbers which gives it an ext rem~ a1vantage 

over the diffusion code. 
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III. DESCRIPTION OF ALRR 

The ALRR Hazards Report (11) describes the ceactor as a 

heterogeneous arrangement of highly enriched uranium-aluminum 

fuel assemblies using aluminum as a structural material and 

heavy water as mo1eratoc, reflector and main coolant. Figure 

1 shows a cutaway view of the reactor. The acea of interest 

for this report is the center-most portion of this view, that 

is, the region having sides and bottom defined by the thermal 

shield vessel and top defined by the bottom of t~e lower top 

shield plug. Major items in this region are the thermal 

shield vessel, tt 2o reflector, the o2o vessel, tha D20 

moderator, experimental facili~ies, control rojs, fuel 

assemblies and aluminum structural material. 

The major vessel is the o2o vessel. It is 1 =ylindrical 

vessel having a wall thickness of approximately J.5 in=hes. 

It is 6 feet high with a diameter of 5 feet. The reactor 

core is located in the center of this vessel and is in the 

form of a right circular cylinder approximately 24 inches 

high and 32 inches in diameter . This provijes a o2J 

reflector region in the vessel of approximately 15 inches on 

the sides , 30 inches on the top and 18 inches beneath the 

core region. The core region is composed of twenty-four fuel 

assemblies and six control rods plus additional D?O 
M 

moderator . The fuel assemblies are arranged in three 

concentric circles, six assemblies on ~ 5.25 inca radius, six 
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Figure 1. Cut a wa y view of ALRR 
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assemblies on a 10 . 5 inch radius and the remainiug twelve 

assemblies are located on a 13.89 inch radius . rhe control 

rods also form a circle with their centers on a 9.09 inch ra -

dius. The fuel assembly itself is composed of s~venteen 

curved plates. Fifteen of these are fuel bearing plates made 

up of a layer of uranium-al uminu• alloy, c lad on ea=h side 

with a layer of aluminum, each of the three layers being 

0.020 inches thick. The remaining two plates are =o mposed of 

aluminum only and serve as s i de pla t es. These seventeen 

plates are he ld together by two e nd pla tes. rhis arraugement 

forms a 3 inc h siuare box and allo~s .110 inc~es between 

pla te s . There are approximately 11.33 grams of U235 per 

plate resu lting in an average of 170 gra ms U235 per assembly. 

The active fue l length is 23 . 5 inches . The total length of 

the complated fuel asselbl y , including hold-down extension 

bar and transition nozzl e is approximately 52.5 inches. 

Figure 2 shows a =ross - section and a verti cal se:tion of a 

fuel assembly. 

The control rod which is s hown in Figure 3 ~as a 28 inch 

length of travel from its full in position to 100~ withdrawn. 

The poison section is compo sed of a cadmium cylinder which 

has an internal radius of 1.37 inches and a cadmiu~ thickness 

of 0.060 inches and a l engt h of 19 . 87 inches. T~ e cadmium is 

encased in stain l ess steel 20.5 inches long and . 065 inches 

thick which results in an OR of 1.5 in~hes anJ a~ IR of 1.31 
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Figure 3. ALRR control rod poison section 
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inches . At the bottom of the poison section is a stainless 

steel follower which is .065 inches thick, 9.75 in~hes long 

and has an OR of 1.50 inches. These rods have an 1rmature 

dttached to the poison section and by manipulating a rack and 

pinion magnet drive, the magnet can be lowerei onto the 

a~mature and by energizing the magnet, the control section 

can be withdrawn from the core. By de-energizing the magnet, 

the poison section will free fall into the core. 

The major structural components located in the o2o 

vessel are the upper and lower grid plate, fuel 1ssembly 

guide tube, fuel assembly hold down plug, D~O return tubes, 
L 

o2o overflow tube, control rod guide tubes, and o2o du~p 

tube . Also locate1 in the o2o vessel are six vertical 

irradiation facilit~es, nine horizontal irr1diation facili-

ties and two rabbit tubes along with two grazing tubes that 

also pass through the vessel. There are additional facili-

ties but they are not considered large enough to c1use sig-

nif icant voids in the reflector or moderator. 

The D~O vessel is enclosed by the thermal s~iald vessel 
~ 

which is an aluminum tank, 8 feet in diameter. rhis provides 

an 18 inch annulus between vessels, which is composed of H2 J 

and six 1 inch stainless steel plates. This system provides 

the final protection for the biological shield. The thermal 

shield does no~ encircle the o2o vessel completely . A small 

~ortion of this outer reflector is penetrated by tbe tbermal 
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column . Figure 4 shows a horizontal cross se=ti~n of the 

reactor and tile r-elationsni p bet11een the 11ajor: components. 
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Figure 4. Horizontal cross section of ALRR 
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IV. ~ETHOD OF ANALYSIS 

A. Introduction to KENO 

The davelopaent of KENO, a multigroup Monte Carlo 

criticality program, resulted from the nee1 to c1lculate the 

cr1t1cal1ty condition of a prop~sed prompt-burst reactor 

design of cylindrical geometry. It was not considered 

realistic to homo~enize the system in order to reduce the ge -

ometry to two dimensions for calculational purposes. Conse-

quently, a three dimensional criticality ~ode was raquired . 

The existing Monte Carl~ codes GEM and OSR were considered, 

but were not deemed adequate for various reasons. 

In the case of the OSR program, the lack of adequately 

chec ked point-set cross sections for a number of materials 

was one of the reasons for not using it, but it was noted 

that at one point in its history , the osa program had been 

used with six -energy-group Hansen -Roach (12) neutron cross 

sect ions for uranium. This led to modifyin g the 05R code to 

use the e xistin~ sixteen-energy-group Hansen-Roach (12) cross 

sections that were available for a number of nuclei. This 

combinati on yielded results which ~ere in excallant agreement 

with experimentdl data. rhe OSR code was fu rther modified to 

al low easier geometry description of complex units and arrays 

of units . The geometry package developed to achieve this was 

patterned after t he geo~etry pa=kage of tue GE~ ~onte Carlo 

program . The resulting package, KENO, was a very rapid pro-
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gram whi ch c ould accurately determine the c ritic1lity =~ndi-

tion of systems of f issila materials. 

In order to determine the =r iti ca l cond ition of a 

fissi l e s ystem , KENO determines k-effective where k-eff is 

def in ed by the following ex pression: 

k-ef f = 

NPB NC:OLL NPB 

[ y E [ [wr f / ilToj i J Et 
j= 1 i=1 j=1 

NPB i s the num ber of neutrons per batch 

~COLL is the number of collisions f~r ~a=n neutron 

WT .. i s the statistical weight of the j!!! neutron 
J J 

a t the i~~ co llision 

Y is the averag e num ber of neutrons born per 

f ission 

Ef i s tne macrosc~pic fissio n cross section 

The method used to accomplish this calculation is summarized 

in the KENO program ma nual CTC -5 (2). 

B. Modeled Core 

The KENO program allows eas y description of three-

di mensional s ystems compos ed of cy linders, spner~s 1nd 

cuboids (r ectan3u lar para l l elpipeds} in any order with only 

one restri ction : each geometrical re gion must be described 

as completely enc los ing all regions interior to it. In 
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conjunction with this, boundaries of the surfices Jf regions 

ma y be shared bat they must no t interse ct. This implies that 

the entire volume between two sequential geometrical surf aces 

contains only one mixture. If multiple units are combined to 

form an array, as in the case of describing tne :omplete 

core, then the outer surface of eacn unit must be a cube or 

cuboid. If the total array is surrounied wit~ a reflector 

region, an initial cube or cuboid must be described which ex -

actly encloses all units in the array. The reflectJr region 

is then described relative to this core boundiry. 

The ALRR core was modeldd in such a fashion that the 

original triangular pitch configuration shown in Pi~ure 5 

was converted t~ the x, y array shown in Figure 5. This was 

done by rotatin~ sixteen of the twenty-four fuel assemblies, 

30 degrees, about their c e nters. This results in eight 

columns of fuel assemblies all aligned with the same x, y 

orientation and three columns of control rods. rhese columns 

overlapped some of the fuel assembly columns in the x direc-

tion but not in the y direction. The next step was to expand 

the x, y grid system in the y direction until none of the 

columns of fuel assemblies or control rods ov~rl~pped, since 

the rules prohibit the int e rsection of boundaries. The 

amount of displacement of the c olumns ranged fron .37 inches 

to 1.94 inches. Due to the angular arrangement of the 

assemblies prior to their rotation, the displacement of the 
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Figure 5. ALRR coce co nfigu ration - triangular pitch 
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Figure 6. Modeled core configurat i on 
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columns resulted in a COLe boundary of 33 incnes by 31.5 

inches instead of a 32 inGh diameter circle. Th3 x, y gLid 

is formed by boxes 3 inches by 4.5 inches in the form of an 

11 by 7 array as shown in Figure 6. The height Jf this x, y 

array is approxi~ately 62 inches and is divided intJ six 

zones. The hei1~t Jf the individual zones is a variable but 

all box heights are equal within a particular zone. The 

zones are used to terminate a particular box so that the geo-

metric arrangement is cJnstant in the z direction. For exam-

ple: the control rod is composed of a poison se:tiJn and a 

dashpot section , tne noLmal transition point being the inter-

section of these pieces. It is not permissible to iescribe 

the complete coatrol rod in a single box due to the change in 

material in the z direction. 

Por the case where the contLol rods are ~O' withdrawn, 

the six zones are divided as follows and are shown in Figure 

7. Starting at the top of the plenum, the first zone is up 

to the base of the meat in the fuel plate of a fuel assembly. 

This level is composed of boxes 3 x 4.5 x 6.38 inches high 

and the mixture included is homogenize1 n2 o and aluminum. 

The second zone is composed of boxes containing moderator 

only and boxes containing a portion of a fuel assemDly plus 

moderator . These b~xes have a height of 8 . 2 inches. rhe 

third zone contains boxes which describe a fuel assembly sec-

tion , control rod follower and moderator. Th~ h3ijnt of this 
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zone is based on the length o f the follower whic~ is 9.75 

inches. The fourth zone is based on the remaining section Jf 

the fuel assembly which is 5.55 inches. The other boxes in 

this zone contain a section of control rod or mo1erator only. 

The fifth zone contains two box types, one containing the 

remaining section of control rod and the other being just 

moderator. This zon e is 14.95 inches high. The last zone is 

composed of boxes of moderator only and is used to fill the 

remaining core, with moderator, to the top of the o2o vessel. 

The twelve box types do not imply twe lv e different core ma-

terials to be described but rather indicates the need for 

multiple boxes to completely describe a particular item. For 

example, due to the number of zones, it required three box 

types to describe the fuel asse~bly with the only difference 

between boxes being the height. 

At this point, an array 11 x 7 x 6 has been described 

made of twelve box types all 3 x 4.5 inches in the x, y field 

and of six different heights in the z field. These twalve 

box types can ba divided into fJur groups: f~el assembly, 

control rod and two groups of moderator. 

Since a complete three-dimensional description of the 

reactor would require a great deal o f computer storage, a 

compromise was reached where the major components were de-

scribed in rather close detail while the structural material 

was accounted for by homogeniz ing it with the ~odeLator. Of 
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the four groups of box types, the fue l assembly 1nd control 

rod fall into the major cJmponent class and ~he following 

parag r dphs are used to describe their geome tric layout in the 

x, y field, vhile in the case of the moderator box types, the 

geometry is completely described by th e J x 4.5 inch dimen-

sions. The only thing r emaining i s to define the mixture 

contained in the different types . 

The initial step in describing t he fuel assembly vas to 

reduce its complexity by only taking into considar~tion the 

fuel zone . Se c ondly , th e slightly curved plates vere 

s traightened so that the assembly couli be described in ter~s 

of a series of cuboids. Figure 8 shows the resulting box 

whereby starting vith the middle fuel plate and 1dding 

cuboids as shown in Table 1 , the f uel 1ssembly is described 

in the x, y plane . In th is case , the f uel and the aluminum 

clad wer e homog e nize d to form the f uel pla te thereby r educing 

the number of cuboids needed to descri b e the 1ssembly. 

Figure 9 shows the box type describing the poison sec-

tion of the c ontrol rod with Ti ble 2 indicating the di~en

sions , geomet ry 1nd material arrangement . As with the fuel 

plate , the cad mium and stai nl ess steel clad were homogenized. 

One section of the control rod differs from the other two in 

that it describes only t he follJwer which is made of 

stainl ess steel and has an inner r ad ius o f 1.435 inches while 

~he outer radius is 1.5 inches . 
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DIMENS IONS 
IN INCHES 

ITlJ FUEL AND ALUM! NUM 
~ ALUM! NUM 

CJ MODERATOR 

FiguLe 8. Modeled fuel assembly 
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Table 1. Cuboid arrangement o f mod el~d fuel ~ssembly box 

Cuboid 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

B 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Material 

fuel + aluminum 

moderator 

fuel + aluminum 

moderator 

fuel + aluminum 

moderator 

fuel + aluminum 

mode ra t~r 

fuel + alumi num 

moderator 

fuel + aluminum 

Ill ode ra tor 

fuel + alumunum 

moderator 

fuel + aluminum 

moderator 

aluminum 

moderator 

y-dimension 
(inches) 

0. 06 

0.28 

0.40 

0.62 

0.74 

0.96 

1. 08 

1. 30 

1. 42 

1. 64 

1. 76 

1. 98 

2. 10 

2 . 32 

2.44 

2.56 

2.78 

4. 50 

x-dimen sion 
(inches) 

2. 624 

2 . 624 

2 . 624 

2. 624 

2.624 

2 . 624 

2. 624 

2.624 

2 .624 

2.624 

2 .624 

2.624 

2 . 624 

2.624 

2~624 

2. 624 

3.000 

3.000 

-----------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2 . Box descLipti~n of modeled contLol LOd 

Item Geometry 
Number 

1 CylindeL 

2 Cylinder 

3 Cuboid 

Stainless 
Steel and 
Cadmium 

Moderator 

x-dimension 
or Radius 

(inches) 

1. 31 

1. 50 

3.00 

y-dimension 

(inches) 

4 . 50 
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The moderator boxes are all 3 x 4.5 inch bo1es, the dif-

ference between them being due to the amount of structual ma-

terial located in a particular zone. In this case, for zones 

2 , 3 and 4, the moderator is pure n2 o and in this section of 

the core, the control rods and fuel assemblies are completely 

described. In z~nes 1, 5 and 6, the moderator is homogenized 

with the total volume of structural material located in these 

regions . Figure 10 shovs the region s the cora Wis broKen 

into in determining the o2o and and structural material 

inventory . Table 3 gives the volume of moderator and struc-

tural material in th e various regions. 

Now that each box type has been described in terms of a 

geometric arrangement, it is necessary to instruct the com -

puter what material or mixture to place in each respective 

box and how to arrange the boxes so that they represent the 

core region. 

In order to accomplish the first item , tne user must 

establish a mixing table. rhi s table can be made up of items 

listed in Appendix A, Section A, which lists the description 

of albedo functions available. Section B lists the mixtures 

whose cross s ectional data are available, such as stainless 

steel , water, etc. Secti~n c l ists the elements whose cross-

sectional data are available. 

In order to form the mixing table, each mixture is num-

bered sequentially starting with one. Each numbered entry 
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Figu~e 10. Regions used in homogen ization process 
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Table J . Volume inv entory of reactor materials 

Region Volu me (cub ic inches) 
Aluminum Moderator Void* 

A + B 1380 . 14 54 2 72 . 02 

c 2384. 61 28717. 16 

D 11 2 6 . 08 1691 1. 65 

E 1643. 2 9 3304.71 

F 26772 . 99 384. 14 

G 2658. 06 27956.31 114 02.1 6** 

* Void s du e to irradiat i on f acilities . 

** Tot al vertical thimble volu me inclui ed in this reg i on . 
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may be composed of an individual element, a group of ele-

m8nts, a single mixture from Section B, Appendix A, or final-

ly any combination of the previous. The input nQclide number 

obtained from Appendix A is entered along vith tne volume · 

fraction (if the entry is from Section B) or the atomic den-

sity (if the entry is from section C) for eacn item entered. 

This is repeated for each numbered mixture until the table 

includes all th~ materials described in the core. Table 4 

shows an example of a mixing table. 

The arrangement of the different box types in each zone 

is done by consiiaring them as consisting of a three-

dimens ional matrix of box type numbers , vith the box position 

increasing in the positive x and y directions. ro enter 

boxes into this matrix, a method similar to a Fortran do loop 

is used , where three sets of three fields are needad. The 

first entry in each set is the starting point, t~e second is 

the ending point and the third entry of each set is the num-

ber of boxes by which increases are made. Figura 11 shows 

the mixed boxed formation of zone three of the core . Table 5 

shows the do loop formation of this matrix. It should be 

noted that the last box type that locates a specific spot is 

the one that is Letained. 

Once the cora region has been established, tbe core 

boundary is entered. The coce boundary is a set of dimen-

sions which completely encloses the coLe matrix. rhe mixture 
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Table 4 . Example of mixture table 

Mi xture 

1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 

3 

Nuclide 
ID Nu mber 

1201 
8 100 

501 

131 00 
-92504* 

928 45 

200 

Atomic Density 
or Volume Fraction 

6.4934 E -02 
3 .2467 E -02 
2 .3000 E -02 

5.9600 E -02 
4.7 908 E -04 
3 .5592 E -05 

1.0000 E -00 

-----------------------------------------------------------
* A negative Nuclide ID number indicates that the fission 

spectrum for t~at nuclide will be used . 
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Table 5. ~ixed box formation of zone 3 

Box Type x y z 

3 1,11,1 1, 7 I 1 3, 3, 1 
7 5,7,2 1,7,2 3,3,1 
7 2,4,2 2,6,2 3, 3, 1 
7 1,11,10 3,5,2 3,3,1 
q 6, 6, 1 2, 6 , 4 3, 3, 1 
9 3,9,6 3,5,2 3,3,1 
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input is represented by a zero which implies ~ void. All 

reflector regions are referenced to the core boundary. The 

reflector was added on in three sections. rhis allowed the 

moderator mixt ur e in each of the regions to be di ffer ent . 

The first region added vas that above the griJ plate and out -

side the core matrix. The next region ~as that re gion that 

contained the gr id plate. The last moderator re1ion was the 

remaining moderator below the grid plate. 

For th e region above the grid plate, the aluminum struc-

tural volume, voids due to experimental facilities, the o2o 
in regions A, B, C, D and the core reflector region shown in 

Figure 10 were homogenized . The fuel region in Figure 10 is 

equivalent t o zones 2, 3 and 4 of Figure 7 . In regions E and 

F, the o2o and structural aluminum were also homogenized . 

Regions E and P wer e not combined to prevent iilution of the 

high aluminum concentration in region E with the lov aluminum 

concentration of region F. This completed the Jes=ription of 

the core and modera tor. The next item added was the aluminum 

o2o vessel . The remaining item left to describe is the 

thermal shield . 

In or d~r to save computer time, it vas dec iied to use 

one of the al bedos i ncluded in the KENO program. rhe closest 

approximation wa s the 12 inch H2o differential albedo; but to 

apply it, t he cor~ vessel must be surrounded by a cube or 

cuboid . Therefore, a cuboid was added with the appro priate 
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dimensions that allowed it to be tangent at tae diameter of 

the vessel. The mixture added to the corners was light 

water. The albeio was then added referenced to this outer 

cuboid. Since the thermal shield surrounis just the sides 

and bottom of the core, the computer was instructed to apply 

the albedo to these areas only. This then, completed the 

model of t he rea=tor. section D describes in more detail the 

proper arrangement of these data on computer =aris for input 

to the program KENO. 

c. Selection of Cros s Sections 

The KENO cross-section libra ry is dividei int~ two 

parts: the first is a tahle containing nine items that are 

mixtures . When using materia ls from this section, volume 

fractions are used instead of number de nsity fo r th e value of 

RHOA on card 5 of the input . This implies that the first 

table is com posed of macroscopic cross sections rather than 

microscopic, as is the seco nd part of the cross- section li-

brary . In both tables, some of the cross sections are either 

lethargy weighted or fission spectrum weighted. The choice 

between using lethargy weighted or fission spectrum weighted 

cross sections was one of trial and error witB tae final se-

lection based on the combinations that yielded a k-effective 

closest to one for the case where the =ontrol rois were at 

403 withdrawn . 
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In the second section of cross sections, some elements, 

namely the fuels, have a number of different listings based 

on the potential scattering cross section of the medium per 

atom of the reacting element. Once the potential scattering 

cross section has been calculated, tbe proper cross section 

can be chosen from the list. This calculdtion for the ALRR 

fuel assemblies is shown in Appendix B. 

If neither table has the cross section d~sirel, it is 

possible to enter tbe appropriate sixteen-gro~p cross section 

by cards as demonstrated in Section D on input to KENO . The 

majority of cross secti~ns listed on tape are from the 

Hansen-Roach (12) sixteen-group cross section set. 

D. Input Format 

The following is the data guide from tbe KENO manual for 

the proper input of data. The information is in the order in 

which the computer reads the data. The Fortran format re-

quired is given along with the nomenclature of each item as 

it is used in the computer program. Data cards not used in 

this particular application but listed in the manual, have 

be en omitted here . 

Card 1 Time Card Format (2110.5) maximum computer 

time (in minutes) 

to be allowed for 

problem 
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Card 2 Title Card Format ( 18A4) contains title 

only 

Card 3 Paramete r Card 

cols 1- 5 NBA 

cols 6-10 NPB 

cols 11-1 5 NSKIP 

cols 16- 20 NGP 

cols 21-25 NDS 

cols 26-JO Nl'I AT 

cols 31-35 MATT 

cols 36-40 NMIX 

col s 41 -45 KREF M 

cols 46-50 NBOX 

cols 51 - 55 NBX~AX 

cols 56-60 NBYMAX 

cols 61- 65 NBZMAX 

Format (13I5) 

Number of generations 

Number per gener at ion 

Number of generations to 

be skipped 

Number of energy groups 

Number of downscatters 

Number of in put nuclid~s 

Number of mixtures 

Number of mixing table entries 

Total number of geometry cards. 

This includes the Core Boundary 

Card, but not the Box rype cards. 

The number of box types 

I of units in th e x di re=tion 

I of units in the y direc tion 

I of units in the z di re=t ion 

Card 4 More Pa r ameters Format (14I5) 

cols 1- 5 Nr APE The number of inp ut nuclides to 

be read from tape . If NTAPE > 0, 

read a KENO cross-section tape. 

If NTAPE < o, read a XSDRN 

cross- section tape. 
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cols 6-10 NXX 

~xx = 
cols 11-15 

cols 16-20 

NSCH 

LIST 

LI ST = 0 

cols 21 - 25 NOXS 

cols 26-30 NTYPST 

cols 31-35 NFLX 

col s 36-40 NFDEN 

37 

speci f ies albedo options 

Albedo ID number 

Search type = O if no search 

Applies only to cross-sections 

read from tape. 

Do not print input cross-sections 

If NOXS = 0, read in new cross-

sections 

The type of starting distribution 

NTYPST = 1 Cosine over array, in 

fissile material only 

NFLX = 1 Fluxes not calculated 

NFDEN = 1 Fission densities 

will not be calculated 

Card 5 Reflector c~nstants Format (6E10.3) 

Note: use negative number for diff. albedo 

cols 1-10 REFCST(1) Reflector const. for +K iirection 

cols 11-20 REFCST(2) Reflector const. for -K direction 

cols 21-30 REPCST(3) 

cols 31-40 REFCST(4) 

cols 41-50 REFCST(S) 

cols 51-60 REFCST(6) 

card (s) 6 Mixin:1 Table 

cols 1-10 KKA 

Reflector const. for +y direction 

Reflector const . for -y iirection 

Reflector const. for +z direction 

Reflector const . for -z iirection 

Format (2110, E10.4) Enter only if 

NOXS = 0 

Mixture number 
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cols 11-20 NMA Nuclide ID number 

A negative ID indicates that the 

fission spectrum for t~at nuclide 

will be used. Nuclides read from 

cards are ass igned sequential ID 

numbers starting with 1 

cols 21-30 BHOA Number density (atoms/barn-cm) 

there must b~ NMIX caris 6 

Cards(s) 7 Cross Secti~ns From Cards Enter only if 

NOXS = 0 and 

NTAPE < NMAT 

card (s) 7a Title Card Format (17A4,A3,I1) 

cols 1- 71 XST Nuclide identif ica ti on 

cols 72 I ORDER Enter 0 if Po component only 

Card(s) 7b Po cross-section set (two cards per group) 

cols 1-1 2 13-24 25-36 37-48 49-60 61-72 
1 1 1 

GP1 aa ya f at a a a 
1-+ l 1-+2 1-+3 

GP1 0 l-+1t a 1-+s 0 1-+6 

Repeat sequence for groups 2 thru 16 

Card(s) 8 Geometry Card and Weights 

Card(s) 8a Box: Type :ard Format (2 A4,A2,I6) 

cols 1-8 "BOX TYPE" (left adjusted) 

cols 11-16 The box: number (between 1 & NBOI) 

(right adjusted) 

card (s) 8b Geometry Cards Format (2 A4,A2,I6,5E8.0) 
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cols 1-10 FGEOM 

cols 11-16 11AT 

cols 17-24 XX(1) 

cols 25-32 XX(2) 

cols 33-40 XX(3) 

cols ·41-48 

cols 49-56 

cols 57-64 

xx ( 4) 

xx (5) 

xx ( 6) 

card(s) 8c Weight cards 

39 

FGEOM may be one of the following 

and mast be left adjusted: CUBE 

CUBOID, SPHERE, CYLINDER, XCYLIN-

DER, YCYLINDER, HEMISPHERE . 

Mixture number 

Radius for sphere, cylinders, 

hemisphere +x dimension for cube, 

or cuboid 

-x dimension for cube or cuboid, 

+z for cylinder, +x for xcylinder, 

+y for ycylinder 

+y dimension for cuboid 

-z for cylinder, -x for x~ylinder, 

-y for ycylinder: 

-y dimension for cuboid 

+z dimension for cuboii 

-z dimension for cuboii 

Use blank card for default 

values. 

Note: repeat 8a,8b,8c, sequence until NBOX box 

types have been described 

Card(s) 8d Core Boundary Card Format (2A4,A2,I6,6E8.0) 

cols 1-8 FGEOM "CORE BOY" (left adjusted) 

cols 9-16 MAT zero usually (right ad.j usted) 

cols 17-24 XX(1) +x dimension of cube or cuboid 
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cols 25 - 3~ xx ( 2) -x dimension of cube or cu b oid 

cols 33-40 xx (3) +y dimension for cuboii 

cols 41- 48 II ( 4) -y dimension for cuboii 

cols 49-56 xx (5) +z dimension for cuboid 

cols 57 - 64 xx (6) -z dimension of cuboid 

Card(s) Be Weight Card Use blank card for def a u l t 

values . 

Card (s) 8f Reflector Geometry :::ards See cards 8b . 

Card ( s ) 8g Weight cacds See ca r ds Sc. 

Note : repeat 8f ,8g until reflect oc region has 

been completely described. 

card (s) 9 Mi.xed Box Orientation Cacds 

Focmat (I2, 3(3X,I4,1X,I4, 1X,I4) , 1X, A1 ] 

Note : last data card uses nonblank charactar in column 

55 . 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS 

Once the reactor core vas modeled, KENO was run on the 

Iowa State University IBM computer, Model 360/65, for a num-

ber of different conditions. Initially, runs were made to 

establish the effect of using lethargy or fission spectrum 

weighted cross sections. Runs vere also made to establish 

the effect of homogenizing various sections of the core. The 

only criteria used to judge the effect of these runs was 

based upon the fact that the actual reactor critical condi-

tion for a twenty-four fuel assembly core was obtained vith a 

control rod bank position of 40~ withdrawn. Therefore, runs 

that yielded a k-effective closest to one were judged to be 

the proper selection. The final selection of input data re-

sulted in a k-eff of 1.04107 ± .00556 for 22275 neutron 

histories with 275 neutrons par generation. This final ar-

rangement consisted of using the fission spectrum weighted 

light water cross section in the fuel region and the lethar~y 

weighted cross section in the moderator regions shovn in 

Figure 10. The value obtained implies that with the control 

rods 40~ withdrawn, the reactor is super-critical. In 

criticality safety calcalations (13) using KENO, a value 

within th~ range of -3i~k/k of a k-eff of 1.0 is considered 

to be critical. Taking this into consideration ilong with 

the fact that there is no temperature compensation for the 

cross-section data used, it was felt that the value of (+3.95 
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± .SJ)~~k/~ was a reasonable value to establish 1s a base run 

for future critical measur e me nts. 

The next question that was considered was should the 

computer run be one long run or should a number of shorter 

runs be mada, varying the number of neutrons per generation 

for each run and then summing the data from all runs . The 

reason behind this question was due to the fa=t that the 

final answer of one long run would be based upon one 

continuous random sequence and only one initial source dis-

tribution . The data obtained from multiple runs, varying the 

neutrons per generation for each run, would reflect different 

random numbsr sequences and, consequently, different initial 

source distributions. Statistically, the results should be 

equal , assuming infinite co mputer time. Since it was 

relatively ea s y to vary th e r and om number generation se-

quence , which is accomplis h ed by varyin g the number of 

n eutrons tracked per genera tion, an attempt was made to 

a ns wer the question, b y ma kin g thr e e short runs and comparing 

the res ult s with the one long run. Ta ble 6 s~ovs the data 

used where set #1 is the one long run and set #2 is three 

separate short runs . Applyin g equation one to the data of 

set #2 yields 

EQ. 1 
Lk- eff 

k-ef f = 
3 

-Va ~ + a ~ + a ~ 
± ------------

) 
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Table 6. Data used for determining length of run 

Set k- ef f 

1 1.04107 

2 1.03658 
1.02573 
1.04147 

Sigma 

.0055 6 

• 0 146 3 
.00831 
.01010 

Neutrons per 
Generation 

275 

300 
325 
360 

Run Time Total 
(Hours) Hi st::>ries 

1. 5 

0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

22275 

6600 
6500 
6480 
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a k-eff of 1.03459 ± .00 654. If the d1ta of the seconi set 

are further broken down and analyzed by finding the average 

k-eff for the 63 generations which composed the 19,580 

histories and tne standard deviation of the aver1ge is calcu-

lated using equation tvo, the results obtained are an avg. k-

eff = 1. 03443 ± .00670 

EQ . 2 . CT = D~====~-=-~~~::~ 2 

number of generations 

k-effi being the individual k-effect ive of ea=h generation 

and k-eff is the mean. It is observed that both methods of 

ana lyzing the data o f the second set are in close agreement. 

Upon comparing the data of the two methois, it was ob-

served that the magnitude of the value of rea=tivity worth 

obtained by subtracting the two sets of data was the same 

relativ e magnitude a s the deviation of each set. Therefore, 

it was concluded that either method was suitable and for 

convenience, all runs would be singl e runs rather than the 

multiple runs. 

During the axecution of the program, absorbtion of 

neutrons is not allowed. Rather than absorbtion, at each 

collision point of a neutron tracking history tha weight of 

the neutron is reduced by the absorbtion probability. When 

the neutron weight has been reduced below a specified point 
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for the region in which the collision occurs, Russian 

roulette is played to determine if the neutron's history is 

to be terminated at that point or if the neutron is to 

survive with an increased weight. There are three specified 

points which are entered into the program; these being WTLOW, 

WTAVG and WTHIGH. If a neutron's weight increases above the 

WTHIGH value, it is split into two neutrons, each vith one-

half the weight. The probability of survival when Russian 

roulette is played depends upon the values chosen for WTLOW 

and WTAVG . The justification for the values used for these 

weights is based upon the number of neutrons tra~ked during a 

fixed amount of computer time. It is possible to enter user 

supplied weights or use those suggested in the code. 

Therefore, a short test was run to see if the default values 

were suitable for this core configuration . Table 7 shows the 

res ult s of these tests and illustrates that the default 

values were a proper selection. WTAVG is relatei to WTLOW 

and WTHIGH by WTAVG times three or divided by three; hence, 

only WTAVG is listed in the table. Also, the weights were 

varied in the two main regions of concern, the fuel region 

and the moderator region. 

Since a differential albedo was used to approximate the 

thermal shield , a computer run was made to determine the 

reactivity effect of this model and compare tne reactivity 

worth obtained with that obtained from actual reactor meas-
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Table 7 . Effect of varying WTAVG on total histocies obtained 

case WTAVG Region Histories 

1 0 . 5* fuel 5100 
0 . 5* moder ator 

2 0. J fu el 3600 
0.5 moderator 

3 0 . 3 fuel 3600 
0.7 modecdtor 

4 0 . 25 fue l 3000 
0 . 3 moder-a tor 

* Defau l t values . 
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urements. Since the base run was available, a run vas made 

without the albedo present and the cubo id surrounding the 

core tank, which is normally filled with light v~ter, de-

clared a void. This run resulted in a k-eff of 1.01993 ± 

.00592. Us ing this value and the base run information, the 

reactivity worth due to the addition of the albedo is (1.99 ± 

.79)~6k/k. The actual ~easured value obtained at the time of 

the initial criticality testing vas 1.48~6k/k . Therefore, 

the albedo package vas considered an adequate representation 

of the thermal shield. 

After these initial runs were completed, another series 

of computer runs ~ere made so that the code couli be further 

checked out by ~o~paring values determined by the code vith 

values of measurements obtained from a c tual reactor experi-

ments. These measurements consisted of control rod worths, 

fuel assembly worth, converter assembly worth and H2o filled 

fuel assembly worth. The following paragraphs vill discuss 

each of the above experiments. 

Control r od worths are measured after every refueling at 

ALRR. The method used is the "rod drop" technique. This is 

a derivation of the integrated count method of control rod 

calibration and utilizes one-group, space -independent, zero-

power kinetic theory to calculate the behavior of a reactor 

following a step change in reactivity. This metaod is appli-

cable to changes in reactivity up to 10,6k/k. Ttte worth of 
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each of the six rods is measured ind i vidually and then 

summed, app lying a rod shadow factor, in order to obtain the 

total worth of all rods. The results of the June, 1973, 

measurements ga ve a total control worth of 27.69,6k/k and a 

reactor shutdown margin of 14.86~6k/k. Utili~ing tbe KENO 

c ode, runs were made for the case with the control rods 1001 

withdrawn and fJr the control rods fully insertei. The 

values of k-eff are as follows: for the rods full in, k-eff 

= .87034 t . 00669 and for the rods full out, k-eff = 1.14864 

t . 00762 . These values result in a total rod bank worth of 

(27.84 t 1 . 03)%6k/k with a shutdo~n margin of (14.90 ± 0.78) 

%6k/k. These values were based on a minimum of 13500 neutron 

histories. 

The reactor measurements of the reactivity worth of a 

fuel assembly, converter a s sembly and H2o filled fuel assem-

bly were done using a cold, clean core and zero power. The 

procedure used to obtain the reactivity worth of an item will 

be described for the fuel assembly . The procedure is essen-

tially the same for the other items. 

Starting with a new core of twenty-four fuel assemblies, 

the reactor was taken just critical with the control rods in 

a six rod bank. The rod bank position vas recorded along 

with core temperature and othe r data. The control rod con-

figuration was then changed to a five rod bank with the 

regulating rod at 75 ~ withdrawn, maintaining the reactor just 

' 
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critical. Pertinent data was recorded and the reactor shut 

down. The fuel assembly selected to have its re~ctivity 

worth measured, vas removed from the core using the appropri-

ate procedures. Opon its removal, another zero power run was 

made, utilizing a six rod bank and then the five rod bank as 

determined previously, adjusting for criticality vith the 

regulating rod, recording the rod positions and other data . 

Utilizing the control rod positions obtained for all four 

runs and the previously obtained control rod worth calibra-

tion curves, the fuel assembly vorth can be determined. 

Using the data from the tvo six-rod bank runs, t~e worth of 

the single fuel assembly is just the difference in reactivity 

worth of the two six-rod banks correcting for te~perature 

differences between runs. Utilizing the data fro• the 

remaining two runs, the worth of the single fuel element is 

just the reactivity worth represented by the difference in 

the regulating rod position for the two runs since the five-

rod bank is the same for both runs. A correction for temper-

ature is then made if needed. The measured reactivity values 

obtained for the fuel assembly, converter asseably and the 

H2o filled assembly vere 2 .41~ ~klk , 2 . 24i6k/k ani 2.88~6k./k 

respectively. 

The procedure used to calculate the reactivity worth of 

a fuel assembly was to first make a computer run using 

twenty-four assemblies and then eliminate one assembly fro• 
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the proper geometric location, replacing it with moderator, 

re-running the program for the twenty-three assemblies. The 

difference in reactivity obtained from the two runs is the 

calculated reactivity worth of one assembly. The value ob-

tained was (1.74 t .83)~6k/k. 

For the case of the converter assembly, an ~dditional 

box type had to be added describing the converter and then 

added to the array in its proper location. The KENO result 

of this measurement was (1.84 t 0.75)~6 k/k. 

The remaining measureaent is the H2o filled element. 

This is a fuel assembly modified by welding so that it could 

be filled vith light water without fear of c ontaminating the 

heavy water. The reactivity worth of an a 2o filled element 

was calculated for two differ ent cases by KENO. In the first 

case, the worth of an element filled with light water was 

represented by a lethargy weighted cross section and in the 

second case, the light water was represent ed by the fission 

spectrum weighted cross section. The results of these KENO 

runs are as follo ws: for the lethargy case the vorth vas 

(1 . 99 t 0.86)~~k/k and for the fission spectrum weighted 

case, ( 2. 08 ± O. 86) %6k/k. 
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The advant~ge of the three -dimensio nal aspect of the 

Monte Carlo method was decreased somewhat by the need to 

limit the input, thereby reducing the storage space required, 

and the need to find ways to reduce the running time. As was 

shown, this was accomplished by various methods such as 

homogen ization of material, the use of albedo functions and 

the proper statistical weig hting. Even with these disadvan-

tages, the ability to describe portions of the reactor in a 

three- dimensional arrangement along with the fact that the 

core could be analyzed with the control rods included provide 

a significantly different approach to criticality calcula-

tions involving the ALRR. 

Once the reactor was d esc ribed i n sufficient detail, it 

was found that a number o f runs had to be made in order to 

verify the proper use of cross section s , albedos, etc . Once 

this had been done, it va s the n possib le to make a series of 

runs to verify the accuracy of t h e prog ram by comparing 

r e activity values obtained fro m the program to reactivity 

value s obtained from react or measurem en ts. Table 8 . summa-

rizes the results of these runs . The first of these runs, 

the control rod worths and sh utdown margin were found to give 

very good results. 

Althou g h the result s we re extremely close, i d egree of 

caution s hould be exercised since the actual =ontrol rod 
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Table 8 . Summary of KENO results and reacto r measurements 

Run 

con trol rod worth 

r-eactor shutdown mar gin 

thermal shield 

ALRR fuel assembly 

CP-5 converter:- assembly 

ALRR tt2 o filled assembly 

50 1 cross-section 

502 cross-section 

Reactor 
~easurement 

16k/k 

27.69 

14.86 

1. 4 8 

2 . "1 

2.24 

2 . 88 

KENO 
Calculation 

~6k/k 

27.84 ± 1. 03 

14.90 :t 0.78 

1.99 ± 0 .79 

1.74 ± 0.83 

1.84 :t 0.75 

2.08 ± o. 86 

1.99 :t 0.86 

-----------------------------------------------------------
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measurement s may deviate L5j . 

It is well to note , even with the core modeled in a 

slightly s uper critical condition , the reactivity determined 

from the difference between ru ns gave fairly accurate 

an swe rs . It was also observed from the se data that tha accu-

rac y increased as the magnitude o f the reactivity change in-

creased. That is , the deviation of the control rod worths 

was about 5% of the total worth whi le the deviatio n of the 

fuel assembly worth was about 30% even though the fuel meas-

urement was based upon a third more neutron histories. This 

correlates with what G. E. Whitesides has said in an article 

on the Monte Carlo method (14), in which he impli e s that for 

the calculation of a 6k between two c as es to be meaningful , 

the 6 k would have to be large with r e sp ect to the estimated 

s tandar d deviation associated with th e calc ulation . 

The con verter measur ement represents the ability for the 

KENO program to handle reactivity worth measurements in loca -

tions othe r than a fuel asseably or control rod location. 

The converter was measured in the center experimental facili-

ty location, which i s located i n the center of the core. The 

reactivity worth of this con verte r, as calculatej by KENO , 

was less than tne measu~ed value; bu t , again , the measured 

value fell within the limits of deviation with the statistics 

based upon a minimum of 22,240 neu tron histories . 
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As shown in the case of the fuel assembly, the value o f 

reactivity associated with the s tandard deviation is about a 

third of the mean value for k-effective. Even though there 

is a large deviation in the case of the smaller reactivity 

measurements , the c onsistency of the measured value being 

within the deviation allows the reactor physicist to include 

the de v iation and predict whether or not an experiment vill 

violate the operating limit concerning excess rea c tivity 

loading with a high reliability even though the exact value 

of the experiment can not be predicted to the same accuracy. 

The reactivity calculation for the H2 o filled assembly 

was the only case wh ere the results of KENO did not span the 

measured reactivity value when the deviation vas considered. 

This calculation vas made for two cases. The first case used 

the fission s pectrum weighted cross section for the light 

water and its result did include the measured value vhen the 

deviation was considered. The second case usad the lethargy 

weighted cross section for light water. The results from 

that calculation were slightly less than the first case and 

when the deviation was included, the measured value was not 

spanned . Neither c a lculated value was in close agreement 

with the maasured value and upon further investigation into 

the matter, it was found that other users of KEND (15) had 

found similar problems when trying to calculate cases where 

abrupt changes in cLoss section occurred in small quantities, 
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such as the small volume of tt2o in the n2o moderated core. 

It was also indicated that the authors of KEN) ware working 

on a tracking system that would relieve the problem. 

The difference obtained between the two casas of the 

light water element is significant since it shows the effect 

of the different cross sections, even though only a small 

fraction of the core was involved. The volume of moderato1 

in one element is less than 2500 cubic centimeters which is 

very small compared to the o2 o inventory of approximately 

2,600 , 000 cubic centimeters in the reflector region. 

In a program such as KENO, there is always room for 

continual improvament. Op-dating cross section libraries , 

adding changes such as mentioned in the previous paragraph, 

modifying routines in order to decrease the amount of comput-

er time ; but in the mean time, KENO appears to be a useful 

tool at ALRR for predicting reactivity changes abova 2%~k/k . 
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IX . APPENDIX A: CROSS SECTIONS ON TAPE 

A. Available Albedos 

DIFFERENTIAL ALBEDO, 4 INCIDENT ANGLES 

ID NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

1012 12 INCH WATER 

2012 12 INCH PARAFIN 

3080 78 . 74 INCH CARBON 

4012 12 INCH POLYETHYLENE 

5004 4 INCH CONCRETE 

500 8 8 INCH CONCRETE 

5012 12 INCH CONCRETE 

5016 16 INCH CONCRETE 

5024 24 INCH CONCRETE 

ALaEDOS AND TRANSMISSIONS, 4 ANGLES 

-5004 4 INCH CONCRETE 

-5008 8 INCH CONCRETE 

-5012 12 INCH CONCRETE 

-501 6 16 INCH CONCRETE 
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a. Mixtures 

7.82g/cc C=.0039 2 1, Fe=.083491 00100 

304 Stainless Steel 7 . 9g/cc ~=3.1691-4, Cr=1.6471-2 00200 

Mn=1.7 32 1-3, Fe=6.036-2 

Oak Ridge Concrete 

X ( E) Polyethylene 

dE/E Polyethylene 

X (E) Water 

dE/E Water 

X (E) Plexiglas 

dE/E Plexiglas 

2 . 3g/cc 

Ni=6. 48 34-3, Si=l.694-3 

H=.0085 C=.0202 

0=.0355,Ca=.0111 

Si= . 0017, ~g= . 00186 

Fe=l.93-4, Al=S.56-4 

K=4.03-5, Na = 1.63-5 

0 . 92g/cc H=.079433, C=.039716 

. 9982g/cc H= . 066743, 0=.033372 

1. 18 2g/cc H=.056884, C= . 035552 

0=.014 221 

00300 

00401 

00402 

00501 

00502 

00601 

00602 
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c. Elements 

!.!L!!QJ1.§ ER !;!:£;~f;!!! 

110 1 HYDROGEN X (E) 
1102 HYDROGEN DE/E 
1201 DE UT ER IUM X ( E) 
3100 LI THI 011-6 
3200 LITHIUM-7 
4100 BERYLLIUM 
5100 BORON 
6100 CARBON 
7100 NITROGEN 
8100 OXYGEN 
9100 FLUORINE 

11100 SODIUM 
12100 MAGNESIUM 
13100 ALUMINUM 
14100 SILICON 
16100 SULFUR 
17100 CHLORINE 
19100 POTASSIUM 
20100 CALCIUM 
22100 TITANIUM 
23100 VAN!DI OM 
24100 CHROHIUM 
25100 l'IANGANESE 
26100 IRON 
27100 COBALT 
2810 0 NICKEL 
29100 COPPER 
30100 ZINC 
40100 ZIRCONIUM 
41100 NIOBIUM 
42100 1'10LYBDENUM 
48100 CADMIUM 
49100 INDIUM 
58100 CERIO!'! 
62100 SAMARIUM 
63100 EUROPIUM 
64100 GADOLINIUM 
7 310 0 TANTALUM 
74100 TUNGSTEN 
82100 LEAD 
90104 TH-232 SIG p # 50 
90108 TH-232 SIG p # 1000 
90109 TH-23 2 SIG p # 1250 
90110 T H-232 SIG p t 1500 
90111 TH-232 SIG p # 1750 
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90112 TH-232 SIG p # 2000 
90113 TH-232 SIG p i 2500 
90114 T!:i-232 SIG p # 3000 
90115 TH-232 SIG p t 3500 
92300 0-233 
92301 U-233-1 SIG p # 20 
9230 2 U-233-2 SIG p # 40 
92303 U-233-3 SIG p i 60 
92304 0-233-4 SIG p I 100 
92305 0-233- 5 SIG p # 200 
92306 0-233-6 SIG p t 400 
92307 U-233- 7 SIG p # 600 
9 2308 CJ-233-8 SIG p t 1000 
92309 [J- 233-9 SIG p # 2000 
92310 0-233-10 SIG p # 4000 
92311 U-233-11 SIG p # 6000 
92312 U-233-12 SIG p # 10000 
92400 U-234 
92500 CJ-235 YR 
92501 U-235-1R SIG P t 20 
92502 U-235-2R SIG p # 40 
9250 3 0- 235-3 R SIG p # 60 
92504 0-235-4R SIG p # 100 
92505 0-235-5R SIG p # 200 
92506 U-235-6R SIG p t 400 
92507 U-235- 7R SIG p # 600 
92508 U-235 -8R SIG p # 1000 
9250 9 U-235-9R SIG p # 2000 
92510 U-235-10R SIG p # 4000 
9 2511 U-235-11R SIG p # 6000 
9 2511 0 -235-12R SIG p I 10000 
92600 U-236 
92800 U- 238 -Y 
92801 U-238 SIG P # 12 
92802 U-238 SIG P i 15 
92803 U- 238 SIG p t 20 
92804 U-238 SIG p # 25 
92805 U-238 SIG p # 30 
92806 CJ-238 SIG p # 35 
92807 U-238 SIG p # 40 
9 2808 U-238 SIG p # 45 
92809 U-238 SIG p # 50 
92810 U-238 SIG p # 55 
92811 U-238 SIG p # 60 
92812 U-238 SIG p # 65 
92313 U-238 SIG p # 70 
92814 U-238 SIG p # 75 
92815 0-238 SIG p # 80 
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92816 U-238 SIG P # 85 
928 17 0 -238 SIG P # 90 
92818 0-238 SIG P # 95 
92819 U-238 SIG P # 100 
92820 U-238 SIG P # 110 
92821 U-238 SIG P # 120 
92822 U-238 SIG P # 130 
92823 0 - 238 SIG P # 140 
92824 U- 238 SIG P # 160 
92825 U-2J8 SIG P # 180 
92826 0-238 SIG P t 200 
92827 0-238 SIG P # 220 
92828 U-238 SIG P # 240 
92829 U-238 SIG P # 260 
92830 U-238 SIG P I 280 
92831 U-238 SIG P t 3 00 
92832 U-238 SIG P # 330 
92833 U-238 SIG P # 360 
92834 U-238 SIG P I 400 
92835 U-238 SIG P # 450 
92836 U-238 SIG P # 500 
9283 7 U-238 SIG P # 5 50 
92838 U- 238 SIG P # 600 
92839 U-238 SIG P # 650 
92840 U-238 SIG P I 7 00 
928 41 U-238 SIG P # 800 
92842 U-238 SIG P # 900 
92843 U- 238 SIG P # 1000 
92844 U-238 SIG P # 150.0 
92845 U-238 SIG P # 2000 
92846 U-238 SIG P # 3000 
92847 U-238 SIG P # 4000 
92848 U-238 SIG P # 5000 
92849 U-238 SIG P # 6000 
92850 U-238 SIG P # 8000 
92851 U-238 SIG P # 10000 
92852 U-238 SIG P # 20000 
92853 U-238 SIG P # 40000 
92854 U-238 SIG P # 60000 
92855 U-238 SIG P # 100000 
92856 U-238-lR SIG P # 20 
92857 U-238-2R SIG P I 4 0 
92858 U-238- 3R SIG P t 60 
92859 U-238 -UR SIG P I 100 
92860 U-238 -SR SIG P # 200 
92861 U-238-6R SIG P I 400 
92862 U-238 -7R SIG P # 600 
94000 PU-240 
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94001 PU-240-1 SIG p # 50 
94002 PU-240-2 SIG p # 100 
94003 PU-240-3 SIG p • 200 
94004 PU-240-4 SIG p j 400 
94005 PU-240-5 SIG p # 600 
94006 PU-240-6 SIG p j 1000 
94007 PU-240-7 SIG p # 2000 
94008 PU-240-8 SIG p # 4000 
94009 P0-240-9 SIG p I 6000 
94010 PU-240-10 SIG p I 10000 
94011 P0-240-11 SIG p # 20000 
94012 PU-240-12 SIG p # 40000 
94013 P0-240-13 SIG p I 60000 
94014 P0-240-14 SIG p # 100000 
94015 PU-240-15 SIG p t 200000 
94016 PU-240-16 SIG p # 400000 
94017 PU- 240-17 SIG p # 600000 
94018 P0-240-18 SIG p # 100:>000 
94100 PU-241 
94200 PU-242 
94800 PU-238 
94801 PU-238-1 SIG p # 100 
94802 PU-238-2 SIG p # 1000 
94803 PU-238-3 SIG P # 10000 
98804 PU-238 Y 
94900 PU-239 
94901 PU-239-1 SIG p # 20 
94902 PU-239-2 SIG p # 40 
94903 PU-239-3 SIG p # 60 
94904 P0-239-4 SIG p t 100 
94905 PU-239-5 SIG p # 200 
94906 PU-239-6 SIG p # 400 
94907 P0-239-7 SIG p # 600 
94908 PU-239-8 SIG p # 1000 
94909 P0-239-9 SIG p # 2000 
94910 PU-239-10 SIG p # 4000 
9 4911 PU-239-11 SIG p # 6000 
94912 P0-239-12 SIG p ' 10000 
94913 PU-239-13 SIG p # 20000 
94914 PU-239-14 SIG p # 40000 
9 4915 PU-239-15 SIG p # 60000 
94916 PU-239-16 SIG p # 1000 00 
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X. APPENDIX B: CALCULATION 0 F THE POTENTIAL 

SCATTERING CROSS SECTION OF THE FUEL MIXTURE 

In order to select the proper cross secti on for U235 and 

U238 from the list supplied in the previous section, op (SIG 

P) for the fuel must be calculated. SIG P is calculated as 

follo ws ; 

SIG P =~ · N·/Nf 
L Sl l 

asi is the scattering cross section a t tha 

applicable energy for each nuclide 

Ni is the nuclei density for each nuclide 

Nf is the nuclei de ns ity for the fuel in question 

For the ALRR fuel assembly , the fuel is com posed of 

0 238 , U235 and aluminum. The nuclei densities being 3.~59 

E- 05, ~ . 7 55 E-04 a n d 5 . 9607 E- 02 res pec tively . The ther mal 

scat.tering cross-sec tions (16) :tre 0235 (10b), 0238 (8.3b) 

and Al (1. 4b) , where b = barns . The resulting SIG P for 0235 

is 186b and for 0238 it wa s 2558b . Knowing SIG P , one can 

then select the proper nuclide from the table . 
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XI. APPENDIX C: CALCULATION OF REACTIVITY WORTH AND DEVIATION 

This c alculation consis t s of con ve rting a v~lue of k-

effective and its corres po nding deviat i on into a IAk/k value 

with its deviation and then, in soae cases, finding the dif-

ference between tvo reactivity worths i n I Ak/k and its corre-

s ponding deviation. The r e lationship b etwee n Aklk and k-

effective is as usual: Ak/k = (k-eff - 1.0)/k-eff. To find 

the deviation, it is necess ary to first consider the 

numerator alone which is in the form of y ± x v~ere the de-

viation ·is p = t" 'cpz + pz). num V x y 
Since the deviation of the critical c ondition ( 1.0) is 

zero, then obviously the de viation of the numerator is just 

the deviation of k-effective. The form of the equation then 

becomes xly where p = t\j(yz pz + xzpZ)/yz but from above px= 
x y 

p so p = ± p \}cyz + xz);yz where y = k-eff and x = keff-1 
y x 

and p is the standard deviation of k-eff. At tnis point, k-x 
e ffective can be converted to a Ak/k value along with its de-

viation. If tvo values of Ak/k a r e subtrac ted, then the 

first form (x t y) applies and the new deviation can be cal-

cul at ed. 
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